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Security and privacy concerns are becoming an important barrier for large scale adoption and deployment of the Internet of Things.
To address this issue, the identity management system defined herein provides a novel holistic and privacy-preserving solution
aiming to cope with heterogeneous scenarios that requires both traditional online access control and authentication, along with
claim-based approach for M2M (machine to machine) interactions required in IoT. It combines a cryptographic approach for
claim-based authentication using the Idemix anonymous credential system, together with classic IdM mechanisms by relying on
the FIWARE IdM (Keyrock). This symbiosis endows the IdM system with advanced features such as privacy-preserving, minimal
disclosure, zero-knowledge proofs, unlikability, confidentiality, pseudonymity, strong authentication, user consent, and offline
M2M transactions. The IdM system has been specially tailored for the Internet of Things bearing in mind the management of
both users’ and smart objects’ identity. Moreover, the IdM system has been successfully implemented, deployed, and tested in the
scope of SocIoTal European research project.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, a plethora of embedded and mobile devices can be
accessed ubiquitously in different scenarios, such as transport
systems, critical infrastructures, or smart cities. In order to
deal with these applications, the Internet of Things (IoT) [1]
is based on the notion of global connectivity to generate,
process, and exchange large amounts of sensitive and critical
data, which makes them appealing for attackers. In IoT,
billions of interconnected “things” distributed across remote
areas serve as a baseline for providing innovative services,
which can be accessed not only through the Cloud, but
also in a Machine to Machine (M2M) fashion [2]. M2M is
considered as a key aspect for a broad adoption of the IoT,
since M2M enables a direct communication among such
smart objects [3] in an autonomous way. In such a distributed
and dynamic environment, devices and services are exposed
to additional threats that can compromise their data and,
ultimately, the personal and private identity of the involved
end users. Consequently, there is a strong need for not only
adapting identity management (IdM) mechanisms to deal

with user’s identities, as it has been studied so far, but also
allowing the management of smart objects’ identities. In this
sense, smart objects should be autonomous and independent
entities with their own attributes and identity management
mechanisms, which will allow them to preserve its owner’s
privacy during their operation.
Traditional privacy-preserving identity management
solutions allow end users to manage their personal data
for accessing certain services, by providing user consent
mechanisms. Indeed, minimizing the disclosure of Personally
Identifiable Information (PII) [4] is a basic requirement to
realize the Privacy by Design (PbD) notions [5]. However,
in IoT, a huge amount of smart objects are enabled to
interact with each other, so an explicit user consent for
each interaction is not feasible, due to scalability reasons.
Furthermore, such smart objects could lack user interface,
and consequently, human interaction should be maintained
at the minimum. Additionally, while technologies such as
the Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) or OpenID
[6] allow a selective disclosure of PII, these approaches are
based on the presence of a Trusted Third Party (TTP) that
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needs to be queried during interaction between two entities
or services, making the adoption of a real M2M approach
difficult to be accomplished.
In order to address the challenges arising from the extension of identity management to anything in our environment,
this work proposes a holistic IdM system based on different
emerging cryptographic technologies and approaches. In
particular, the proposed IdM system follows a claims-based
approach, which is built on top of the Identity Mixer (Idemix)
technology [7] (from IBM) to provide additional means
to deal with IoT scenarios where interacting entities can
be smart objects, in addition to traditional computers. The
proposed system endows users and smart objects with means
to control and manage their private data, by defining partial
identities, as a subset of identity attributes from their whole
virtual identity. The use of partial identities aims to ensure
a privacy-preserving solution with minimal disclosure of
PII. Furthermore, unlike more traditional IdM approaches,
the interaction between smart objects does not require an
online TTP (typically an Identity Provider (IdP)), which is a
valuable feature to foster the adoption of M2M approaches
for the IoT. Moreover, the proposed solution relies on the
Keyrock IdM system from the well-known FIWARE platform
(https://www.fiware.org/). The main motivation to consider
Keyrock is twofold: on the one hand, to support classic IdM
operations and services, such as Single Sign-On (SSO) or Identity Federation, which are commonly used in Web or Cloud
scenarios, where a claim-based approach is not required; on
the other hand, Keyrock which is used as a repository of
users and smart objects in which they are identified by using
the System for Cross-domain Identity Management (SCIM)
standard [8]. By this way, they are enabled to get Idemix
credentials that are associated with SCIM identity attributes.
Furthermore, in order to demonstrate the potential of the
proposed IdM system, this has been used as a mechanism for
obtaining cryptographic credentials in a privacy-preserving
way. In particular, a smart object can make use of its Idemix
credential to derive proofs, in order to disclose only a subset
of its identity attributes. In this way, users or smart object
are enabled to use these proofs, in order to obtain security
credentials for accessing IoT services. On the one hand, this
has been integrated with our Distributed Capability-Based
Access Control (DCapBAC) approach [9], as a lightweight
and distributed authorization model to be used in IoT
environments. In this case, the identity attributes that are
disclosed by using a specific proof are employed during the
authorization process based on the eXtensible Access Control
Markup Language (XACML) [10] to obtain the DCapBAC
token. On the other hand, this has been used to obtain
cryptographic keys based on the Ciphertext-Policy AttributeBased Encryption scheme [11], as a flexible approach for
scenarios where information needs to be shared with groups
of users or smart objects. Therefore, the CP-ABE keys are
associated with the attributes that are disclosed by using a
specific proof. In addition, the resulting IdM system is framed
within a security and privacy architecture [12] based on the
Architecture Reference Model (ARM) [13] from the IoT-A
project. In particular, this represents the instantiation of the
IdM functional component, as well as its interactions with
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other components. Furthermore, in order to demonstrate its
applicability in different scenarios, the proposed solution has
been designed, developed, and deployed in the scope of the
European project SocIoTal (http://sociotal.eu/). To the best of
our knowledge, the proposed IdM system is the first approach
that aims to provide a holistic privacy-preserving identity
management system for IoT, by providing a unified solution
to heterogeneous scenarios in which privacy must be ensured.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
aims to provide a description of IdM related works for the
IoT and the most predominant IdM systems that are used currently. Section 3 presents some of the main challenges related
to the extension of identity for smart objects, as well as an
overview of the proposed approach. Section 4 describes the
SocIoTal security and privacy framework in which the IdM
system’s functionality is framed, and a detailed description
of the proposed system’s actors and interactions is given in
Section 5. Section 6 provides a set of experimental results
by considering different functionality of the IdM system, and
Section 7 compares qualitatively such system with other more
established IdM approaches. Finally, Section 8 concludes the
papers and provides an outlook of our future work in this
area.

2. Background and Related Work
2.1. Related Work. The realization of a real Internet of Things
requires the adoption of identity management models that
can be adapted to identify any smart object connected to the
Internet. Furthermore, such model must take into account
IoT’s inherent security and privacy requirements, providing
a high degree of scalability (to deal with crowded scenarios)
and flexibility (by using advanced schemes beyond the use of
simple identifiers or IP addresses). These issues have attracted
a growing interest from academia [14–16] during last years. In
this sense, while there are already widely deployed identity
management approaches in Web or Cloud environments,
their applicability in IoT scenarios has not been demonstrated. Indeed, traditional identity management systems,
such as SAML [17] or OpenID [6] based approaches, require
a typical IdP (acting as a TTP) entity, which is responsible for
managing and generating on-demand access tokens to enable
a secure and trusted communication between interacting
entities. However, this TTP hampers the adoption of security
and privacy-preserving mechanisms for M2M scenarios that
are required in IoT, since the IdP is required to be online to
complete the transaction between the parties.
Moreover, traditional IdM systems do not provide means
to their users to deal with the data minimization principle, which is a core aspect of the recent General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) (Article 5. Principles relating
to processing of personal data) (http://ec.europa.eu/justice/
data-protection/reform/files/regulation oj en.pdf). This basic
privacy principle is directly related to the partial identity
notion. Some EU projects, such as SWIFT [18], already delved
into this concept. In particular, they proposed an instantiation by defining an infrastructure based on the use of SAML
and XACML technologies. Other approaches [19] use X.509
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certificates as credentials to model the real identities and
SAML security tokens to encode partial identities to be used
afterward to prove the possession of certain attributes. Thus,
users have control over the attributes which are disclosed to
each service. The usage of a certificate avoids the involvement
of the IdP in each communication, and therefore, different
transactions cannot be linked by this entity. However, the
usage of certificates does not preserve anonymity since
entities are unequivocally identified in the certificate that is
entirely disclosed to the other party.
In contrast to these approaches, Anonymous Credential
Systems (ACS) [20], such as Idemix [7] or U-Prove [21],
allow users to present cryptographic proofs, instead of the
whole credential, proving the possession of certain attributes
or claims. These systems enable a selective disclosure of
identity attributes to achieve a privacy-preserving identity
management approach. Indeed, a user or entity can prove
a specific set of properties associated with a subset of
identity attributes, without disclosing the content of such
attributes itself. Even though some important initiatives, such
as PrimeLife (http://primelife.ercim.eu/) or ABC4Trust [22]
have analyzed the use of ACS-based and privacy-preserving
identity management systems, the IoT paradigm demands
adapted solutions to ensure a seamless development of an
IP-based approach [23]. Unlike in current Internet scenarios,
common IoT use cases are based on a huge amount of
heterogeneous smart objects interacting, and consequently,
communications protocols and implementation need to be
adapted. Current solutions must evolve to enable an IdM
approach for IoT without the requirement of an online TTP,
while security and privacy (including data minimization and
unlikability principles) are met.
In this direction, [24] proposes a set of trust-enhancing
security functional components for the IoT resolution infrastructure, in order to provide basic security and privacy
aspects in IoT communications. Furthermore, [25] describes
a PKI authentication scheme and discusses different practical solutions for realizing users’ anonymity, delving into
the complexity related to the design of privacy-preserving
solutions based on such schemes. Moreover, [26] presents a
distributed target-driven anonymous authentication protocol
for IoT applications. This proposal is based on a multishow
credentials system, which is used by users to authenticate
anonymously. In addition, in [27] provides an authorization
framework based on SAML assertions that are obtained
from decisions made by an engine based on XACML. These
assertions are used to get access to an IoT device through the
use of symmetric key cryptography. However, such a work
lacks evaluation details.
A common aspect of these proposals is that they are
based on the use of traditional symmetric and public key
cryptography to identify users and smart objects. In contrast,
our approach is based on the concept of virtual/partial
identity to identify any entity that is intended to participate
in the IoT ecosystem. In this way, users and smart objects
are enabled to use a subset of their whole identity for
accessing to IoT services. The instantiation of such concept
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has been materialized through the use of Idemix as the most
ACS representative example and deployed on the European
platform FIWARE, as will be described in Section 5.
2.2. Background on Traditional IdM Systems. OpenID [6] is
an open standard that enables users with a single identity
for being used across disparate Internet services, without the
need to hold and remember multiple identifiers and login
information. Users can be authenticated by certain cooperating sites (i.e., Relying Parties) using a third-party service,
reducing the need of Service Providers (SPs) to employ their
own systems. It uses HTTP cookies to support SSO across
different SPs. The OpenID identifier is in the form of a URI
that is issued by OpenID providers (IdP). Major companies
act as OpenID providers for their customers and provide
them with an OpenID identifier, but OpenID accounts are
not limited to commercial IdPs; independent IdPs are also
available. OpenID requires end users to provide the same
OpenID identifier in every SP, so they can be tracked. It
means that users have to create and manage different OpenID
accounts to preserve their privacy.
SAML [17] is an OASIS standard for conveying security information across entities. It is foremost employed
to transfer user authentication or authorization information within assertions from one communication partner to
another. It also defines four XML-based mechanisms: assertions, protocols, bindings, and profiles. SAML is currently
mostly used for SSO and attribute-based authorization. In
these cases, authentication assertions are used to transfer
authentication information from the authenticating entity
(e.g., an IdP) to the requesting entity (usually a SP) to avoid
a new authentication of the user at the SP. For attributebased authorization, attribute assertions are used to send
identity attributes information from an attribute authority, so
authorization decisions can be made by using such attributes.
However, in both cases, the SP redirects the user to be
authenticated by the IdP, and the user has no control over
which PII from the IdP is disclosed to the SP.
OAuth [28] is an authorization protocol that allows third
parties applications or clients to access resources owned by
a user (hosted in trusted applications) without the need
to give or know the user’s credentials. That is, third-party
applications can access resources owned by the user, but these
applications do not know the authentication credentials. In
this way, through the OAuth 2.0 authorization framework,
an application can obtain limited access to a resource,
either on behalf of a resource owner by orchestrating an
approval interaction between the resource owner and the
HTTP service or by allowing the third-party application to
obtain access on its own behalf. OAuth 2.0 introduces an
authorization layer and separates the role of the client from
that of the resource owner. In this way, the client requests
access to resources which are managed by the resource owner
and hosted by the resource server and issued a different set of
credentials compared to those of the resource owner.
Nowadays, these technologies are used as the basis to
build common and widely deployed IdM systems, such as
Shibboleth or Keyrock.
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Shibboleth [29] is an open source project that provides a
federated identity solution aimed at allowing sites to make
authorization decisions to protected online resources in a
privacy-preserving way. As other approaches, Shibboleth
defines the IdP and SP actors, so users are redirected to the
IdP of the organization where the user belongs to, in order
to get an authentication assertion, which is in turn used to
gain access to a resource in the SP. It provides a HTTP-based
SSO approach, in which each organization can use a different
authentication mechanism. Shibboleth is a well-known IdM
system that is commonly used by academic organizations to
deal with identity federation aspects. However, currently it is
not under consideration as a candidate IdM approach to be
deployed in IoT scenarios.
Keyrock IdM (https://catalogue.fiware.org/enablers/identity-management-keyrock) is an open source implementation of the IdM system defined in FIWARE, which is a European middleware platform that promotes the development
and global deployment of applications for the Future Internet. FIWARE delivers reference architecture, as well as the
specification and implementation of different open interfaces
called Generic Enablers (GEs). Among the FIWARE GEs, the
identity management GE relies on standard protocols, such
as SAML and OAuth, to provide authentication and authorization features, which allows managing users’ access to networks, services, and applications. The IdM GE is also responsible for the user profile management, as well as SSO and
identity federation across different service domains. Keyrock
relies on the OpenStack IdM implementation called Keystone
(https://docs.openstack.org/developer/keystone/), extending
Keystone by providing an implementation of the SCIM
standard. SCIM is intended to reduce the cost and complexity
of user management operations through a common user
schema, extension model, and REST API with a rich, but
simple set of operations.
These features from Keyrock have been leveraged by our
proposed IdM system. In particular, the Keyrock implementation has been used as a repository of users and smart
objects, so security credentials can be associated with the
SCIM identity attributes defined in it. In fact, Keyrock has
been used as a standalone IdM system and at the same time as
a complementary approach for the definition of our privacypreserving Idemix-based IdM system. This integrative solution is intended to provide an open and holistic IdM system
for the IoT by using a reference platform at European level,
which fosters its application and adoption in different IoT
environments.
2.3. Background on Anonymous Credential Systems. Anonymous Credentials Systems (ACS) [20] allow an IdP to issue
a credential to a user, to be used afterwards, to authenticate
against a SP. The credential may contain user’s identity
attributes (e.g., address and age) or be related to a smart
object (e.g., hardware properties or manufacturer). Within
the credential, the user or smart object can later prove to a
third party that he possesses a credential containing a given
attribute without revealing any other information stored in
the credential. This proving process is usually carried out
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through the use of a cryptographic proof, which can be
derived from the credential.
U-Prove [21] is an anonymous credential system developed by Microsoft for claims-based identity management. It
provides strong security, scalability, and privacy and allows
for claims to be efficiently tied to the use of smart cards.
A U-Prove token is a digitally signed container of attribute
information of any type. Each token is issued to a Prover
generated by an Issuer during the issuance protocol. When
using a U-Prove token, the Prover applies the token’s private
key to a message to create a presentation proof for the Verifier.
Such proof represents a proof of possession of the private key
as well as a digital signature of the Prover on the message.
Idemix [7] is an ACS developed by IBM that allows
users to minimize the personal data they have to reveal in
electronic communications. Idemix defines the roles of Issuer,
Recipient, Prover, and Verifier. Credential issuance is carried
out between an Issuer and a Recipient (user), following a
protocol which ends up with the latter having a credential.
This credential consists of a set of attribute values, as well as
cryptographic information that allows the credential’s owner
to create a proof of possession. In this way, when creating a
proof, the user (acting as a Prover) can prove the possession
of a certain credential to a SP (acting as a Verifier). Several
zero-knowledge proofs are performed to convince the SP
about the possession of such credential by making use of the
CL signature scheme [30]. Furthermore, Idemix technology
also allows proving the possession of several credentials at
the same time and stating different relationships among the
attributes contained in such credentials.
Although the main purpose of U-Prove is similar to
Idemix, and selective disclosure can be done similarly,
there are different cryptographic differences between both
approaches. Unlike U-Prove, users in Idemix need only one
secret key (known as the master key) corresponding to all
credentials. Whereas U-Prove credentials are revealed every
time they are used, an Idemix credential is never disclosed
to a verifier. This means that unlinkability in U-Prove can
be achieved only using different credentials, whereas Idemix
supports multishow unlikability against the SP. Regarding
performance comparison, U-Prove is more efficient than
Idemix when it comes to selective disclose of attributes. The
multishow unlinkability property of the Idemix technology
leads to a reduction of his performance when it is compared
to U-Prove. The issuer signature is partly randomized and the
remaining part is proved by using a zero-knowledge proof to
achieve unlinkability. This process is not carried out in UProve that only requires computation to hide the undisclosed
attributes.
Idemix technology has been widely used in different
European projects, such as ABC4Trust or PrimeLife. Due to
its privacy properties and extensive acceptance, our proposed
IdM system is based on Idemix to enable privacy-preserving
access to IoT services. Specifically, as an instantiation of
these services, Idemix has been employed to obtain ondemand access credentials, specifically by using DCapBAC
and CP-ABE approaches. The design, implementation, and
deployment have been carried out under the umbrella of the
SocIoTal project and will be explained in Section 5.
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3. IoT Identities
Unlike current Web or Cloud environments, identity management must cope with unique challenges in the IoT
paradigm. On the one hand, any smart object that is connected to the Internet must be identifiable to be able for interacting with other entities. This identification scheme must go
beyond the use of simple networking identifiers or IP address,
but also through the use of specific features or attributes
that identify the object, such as its manufacturer, owner, or
hardware properties. Moreover, smart objects should be able
to identify themselves through temporal identities to be used
according to the context, such as its location. On the other
hand, smart objects could have to act on behalf of their owner.
In this sense, delegation schemes are important to authorize
devices to perform actions on behalf of the user making use
of a certain partial identity according to the context.
The identity management approach should be distributed
in order to authenticate smart objects among each other
but, at the same time, centralized enough to be able to
establish a hierarchical approach where identities credentials
can be issued and authenticated securely enabling a global
digital trust environment. At the same time, users and objects
can constitute groups or communities with some interest
in common. In these scenarios, they could also act with
different partial identities according to the context, as well
as to use different enforced authorization rules for each of
the group they belong to. These issues are exacerbated when
privacy concerns are also to be addressed, in order to enable
a privacy-preserving but accountable IdM system for the IoT.
3.1. Object Naming, Addressing, and Discovery. An essential
feature for the IoT is the inclusion of an infrastructure to
make smart objects addressable, named, and finally discovered. Unlike in small-scale application silos making up an
Intranet of Things [31], applications and services cannot be
configured with respect to a fixed set of services. This is
mainly due to the inherent dynamism of the IoT ecosystem
resulting from the mobility of smart object, as well as the
changing availability of services due to constraints of the
underlying resources and devices. Therefore, a real need
exists for a suitable infrastructure to be in place that allows
addressing, naming, and discovery of IoT services:
(i) IoT addressing: an IoT address refers to an identifier
of a smart object and/or its virtual representation.
This feature entails the assignment and management
of addresses/identifiers for smart objects.
(ii) IoT naming: it refers to mechanisms and techniques
for assigning names to objects and supporting their
resolution/mapping to IoT addresses. IoT naming
provides the means to identify smart objects through
a name resolution mechanism according to a naming
system. Additionally, names can be organized according to taxonomies or classifications in a hierarchical
fashion and, consequently, to be used for groups of
smart objects.
(iii) IoT discovery: it refers to the process of locating and
retrieving IoT resources in the scope of a large and
complex space of smart objects.
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The three previous concepts are closely related, given
that the adherence to certain choices and solutions (e.g.,
standards, mechanisms, algorithms, and tools) for one area
(e.g., choice of addresses/identifiers) can directly affect the
respective choices and solutions in the other areas (e.g.,
naming system used). As a consequence, the consideration
of solutions for one area cannot be seen as isolated from the
others.
Although several proposals have been introduced for
all these areas, there are still significant challenges to be
addressed. On the one hand, regarding identification, a
globally unique identification solution, is needed, supporting
the requirement for unique namespaces and the description
of the wide diversity of smart objects.
On the other hand, for discovery issues, it is necessary to
address some requirements regarding the visibility of smart
objects’ properties across different granularities, as well as
the addition of semantic and contextual information for the
discovery process. This information would enable to cope
with mobility issues during the process by providing a more
expressive and rich discovery process of IoT resources.
In this context, the Handle System [32] is getting attraction for IoT naming, resolution, and discovery. The unique
identifier (UID) given to a smart object can be represented
by a Handle ID (HID). In Handle, the identifier consists
of a prefix and a suffix as depicted in Figure 1. The prefix
is a unique integer managed globally by the Handle Global
Registry, whereas the suffix represents a string associated with
the local domain where the smart object is deployed. The
suffix can be based on an URI, URN, Electronic Products
Code (EPC), Digital Object Identifier (DOI), MAC address,
IMEI, HashValue, and so on. Indeed, the suffix can be a combination of them, for instance, a URI that contains a DOI or a
MAC address as part of the URI. Having HIDs as identifiers
allows IPv6 address resolution. Indeed, Handle provides a
mechanism for linking multiple network addresses with HID
for the same smart object. Thus, during the bootstrapping
or setup phase, each smart object can be assigned a HID
algorithmically. For instance, in a smart building the local
prefix of the HID could be assigned according to hierarchical
URIs for each floor, room, and smart object. Our IdM allows
representing the UID (for users and smart objects) as any
string, so that the HID is a suitable option that can be used as
identifier in our IdM system.
3.2. Privacy-Preserving Attribute-Based Credentials for IoT.
Traditional identity management systems usually assign a
unique number to identify the identities. Although it makes
easier the management, this unique number also leads to a
lack of privacy for user that can be traced easily. The service
provider (SP) could save all the tokens and user credentials
that are presented to it and then link them altogether. The
user’s public keys as well as the issuer signature are left behind
at each service provider that is accessed, leaving a digital
trail that can be then used to link its behavior and make up
user’s profiles such as dossiers for each individual with his or
movements, habits, or preferences.
As already mentioned, ACS try to solve these issues. A
credential can be defined as a container of attributes that is
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Handle ID (HID)
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CF02032533139342DFDC1C35
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j.future.2012.05.011

DOI

01-23-45-67-89-ab

MAC

490154-20-323751-8

IMEI

c83771554a470f1a79dfd1792856b857j7

Hash

Figure 1: Unique identifier (UID) for IoT based on Handle.

employed as a certificate to convince others about the facts
attested by it. This credential is issued by a TTP (i.e., an issuer)
to the Recipient entity (either a user or smart object). When
using an ACS, the Recipient can employ their credentials to
derive partial identities as proofs of possessing a particular
subset of the encoded attributes in the credential. These
partial identities are, in fact, cryptographic proofs that can be
presented to a SP or directly to another smart object (acting
as a verifier) maintaining the credential itself undisclosed.
Therefore, data minimization is provided for the Recipient to
access a service, while the SP cannot impersonate it, since the
credential is not disclosed. A credential is defined by means of
a specification structure that specifies the list of attribute types
to be encoded in the credential. In IoT, this structure should
be defined preferable in JSON rather than in XML. There is
a separation of the credential structure that is the public part
and the credential data which is private to the Recipient.
Figure 2 shows a graphical representation of these concepts. Our IdM system manages the user’s attributes as it
is done in any traditional IdM. In addition, the system can
manage directly smart objects’ identities and their attributes.
At the same time, the IdM system acts as a Credential Issuer,
in charge of generating the Idemix credentials for both the
users and their associated smart objects, according to the
attributes hold in the IdM. Each user has associated one or
more attributes among those defined in the SCIM standard
(e.g., ID, name, address, domain, and email), whereas a smart
object has its particular set of attributes, such as ID, vendor,
manufacturer, date, and model. The association between the
smart object and its owner is done by means of the attribute
owner maintained in the smart object. It should be noted
that the ID attribute is represented by the Handle ID (HID),
which was previously described. In this way, when a user or
smart object tries to get access to a particular IoT service, he
makes use of its partial identity to demonstrate the required
attributes, as will be explained in Section 5.

4. Security and Privacy Framework Overview
The proposed IdM system has been designed under an IoT
security and privacy framework based on the Architectural
Reference Model (ARM) [13], which was proposed by the
IoT-A project. In this sense, such framework represents a
simplified view of our security and privacy architecture for
the lifecycle of smart objects (ARMY) [12] that is intended
to provide a comprehensive view of security and privacy
implications in IoT. ARMY represents an instantiation of
the Functional View of the Reference Architecture (RA), and
an extension through the addition of two new functional
components: the Context Manager and the Group Manager.
Both elements have been included in order to complement
the functionality that is already provided by other components within the security functional group. The framework
has been designed, developed, and deployed in the scope of
the SocIoTal project. Figure 3 shows the main components of
the security framework, which are explained below.
The Authentication component is intended to ensure
only legitimate users and smart objects are able to access a
specific IoT service. In the context of the SocIoTal project,
this component’s functionality has been instantiated through
the use of certificate-based public key cryptography to be
used in scenarios and use cases in which privacy is not
addressed. In particular, it has been based on the use of Elliptic
Curve Cryptography (ECC) and integrated with Transport
Layer Security (TLS) [33], as well as DTLS [34] in case
of communications based on the Constrained Application
Protocol (CoAP) [35].
The Authorization component is responsible for making
and enforcing authorization decisions by integrating different
access control technologies and approaches. On the one hand,
it follows a policy-based scheme to define access control
policies that are evaluated to come up with a decision. On
the other hand, it follows a token-based approach generating
authorization tokens according to the decision. In particular,
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Figure 2: IoT partial identities representation.

such functionality has been instantiated through the use of
the XACML standard to define authorization policies and
the DCapBAC approach [9], which is proposed as a flexible
and lightweight to be used in different heterogeneous IoT
scenarios.
The Group Manager component aims to address security
and privacy concerns in common crowded IoT scenarios,
where data needs to be shared or outsourced to groups of
users and smart objects. This component’s functionality has
been realized through the use of the CP-ABE scheme [11]
together with signatures schemes to guarantee data integrity.
In this way, data is encrypted under a policy of attributes,
while secret keys are associated with sets of identity attributes.
Only those users or smart objects that satisfy the encryption
policy will be able to access such data. Consequently, a data
producer can exert full control over how the information is
disseminated to other entities, while a consumer’s identity can
be intuitively reflected by a certain secret key.
The Key Exchange and Management (KEM) component
is focused on assisting interacting entities with key management tasks (e.g., to establish a security context) to enable
secure communications among them. Additional functionality includes generating and delivering cryptographic keys,
including symmetric and public keys, as well as CP-ABE keys
that are used by the Group Manager component
The Context Manager component is one of the key
components in the framework. It aims to realize an adaptive
security and privacy approach for the IoT. In particular, it is

intended to maintain contextual data so other components
can adapt their behavior accordingly. For example, a user or
smart object can be identified with a different partial identity
according to context, or authorization decisions can change
dynamically depending on the context detected by a smart
object.
The Trust and Reputation component aims to define
suitable trust and reputation models that are able to be
integrated in the IoT ecosystem, in order to complement the
cryptographic approach that is used by other security components. The set of trust scores obtained from such models
are then used by other security components to provide an
additional fine-grained level of security and privacy. Trust
scores are also used to manage and share data within groups
of users or smart objects. This component’s functionality has
been specifically instantiated by using a multidimensional
trust model based on fuzzy logic that was also integrated with
the DCapBAC approach for authorization purposes [36].
The Identity Management (IdM) component is responsible for managing the identity of users and smart objects. In
particular, it aims to complement the functionality that is provided through the Authentication component, by enabling a
scalable and privacy-preserving identity management mechanism based on the partial identity concept. Its functionality has been realized by using the Idemix technology to
endow users and smart objects with mechanisms to ensure
anonymity, which is done mainly issuing pseudonyms and
proof of credentials for data minimization.
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Figure 3: Security IoT framework based on ARM.

The IdM component is the cornerstone of the SocIoTal
security and privacy framework and the core element of
the proposed IdM system. It represents the integration of
Idemix technology with a reference European IoT platform,
FIWARE, to manage users and smart objects identity to access
IoT services in a privacy-preserving way. Furthermore, it has
been integrated with DCapBAC and CP-ABE approach, so
entities are enabled to get authorization tokens and group
keys while their privacy is still preserved. A more detailed
description of the proposed IdM system is provided in the
next section.

5. Holistic Identity Management System
In traditional IdM scenarios, organizations offer services that
are managed and protected by SPs. In such scenarios, users’
authentication is done by means of IdPs that assert identities
to end users. Then, users present such assertions (e.g., based
on SAML or OAuth) to obtain access to a resource at the
SP, meaning that a trust relationships between SP and IdP is
required. Unlike this classical web approach, in the IoT, the
user role can be also played by a smart object, and the SP
can be represented directly by another IoT device holding the
resource being accessed.
The following subsections define the proposed holistic
IdM system, including a detailed description of required

deployment entities and interactions to accomplish such
functionality.
5.1. IdM Actors. Figure 4 shows the main deployment entities
involved in the different processes and interactions that
are defined in our IdM system. These deployment entities
instantiate and implement the IdM functional component of
the SocIoTal security and privacy framework. As shown, in
addition to more typical user management operations, the
proposed IdM system aims to provide functionality related
to authentication, authorization, and attribute management,
as well as credential and cryptographic keys provisioning.
The following subsections define each of these deployment
elements including their features and interactions.
5.1.1. Subject. The subject represents a user or smart object
that requires to access an IoT service in a privacy-preserving
way, by ensuring the data minimization principle. The subject
can get Idemix credentials from different issuers, so it is able
to decide which particular information from which credential
should be presented to a certain target service (acting as a
verifier). In traditional web scenarios, the subject represents
a user, but in IoT it represents a broader concept that refers to
any kind of smart object. A subject plays the Idemix Recipient
role, since it asks for credentials from an issuer. When the
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Figure 4: IdM main interactions.

subject obtains the credential, it can derive cryptographic
proofs to prove certain attributes (or attributes statements)
against an IoT service, playing the role of prover. In this case,
the IoT service acts as verifier of the attributes and statements
that are included in such a proof.
5.1.2. IdM Service. As already mentioned, our IdM system
integrates FIWARE Keyrock IdM (supporting classic IdM
features, such as SSO) and provides additional functionality
by including new privacy-preserving features, which are built
on top of Idemix technology. Towards this end, unlike in
Keyrock, our IdM system supports additional attributes to
manage smart objects’ identity that are not covered in the
SCIM model. While the IdM Service plays the traditional
role of IdP and Attribute provider, it also acts as an Idemix
Issuer. The issuer is in charge of issuing Idemix credentials
to subjects, after checking the correctness and veracity of
the information provided during a previous authentication
process. In this sense, the IdM support different ways of
authentication.
The Idemix credential structure is composed of the following attributes, which are taken from the SCIM standard.
In Idemix, an attribute is defined by a tuple that consists
of a name, value, and type 𝑎 = (𝑛, V, 𝑡), where name can

be Id, userName, domainId, name, active, email, nickName,
country, locality, postalCode, streetAddress, department,
organization, and phone and type can be integer, string, date,
and enumerations, among others.
It should be noted that current Keyrock implementation
does not support the management of all these attributes,
so our IdM system extends Keyrock implementation. In
addition, since SCIM does not include attributes to manage
smart objects, our approach extends the SCIM data model to
deal with smart object attributes, such as owner (i.e., the ID
of the device’s owner), vendor, manufacturer, manufacturing
date, and model.
5.1.3. Authorization Service. In our IdM system, authorization decisions are not directly made by the SP or target entity
that is accessed. Instead, this task is delegated to a separate
Authorization Service that can manage the access control to
different entities. The Authorization Service is in charge of
generating DCapBAC tokens, that is, authorization assertions
containing the access rights that a subject entity has over
a resource, which is hosted by a target entity. These tokens
are obtained by the subject to access directly to the target,
which only needs to validate the token, since the decision was
previously made when it was generated.
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The Authorization Service provides a Policy Decision
Point (PDP) to evaluate access requests against authorization
policies that are previously defined in the Web User Environment. It is based on the XACML standard, so access control
policies are handled and evaluated upon an access request by
the PDP to make the corresponding authorization decision.
Such decisions are based on the identity attributes of the
requesting entity. These attributes can be proved directly by
this entity during the token request through the use of Idemix,
or they could be obtained from the IdM Service in case of
Keyrock authentication.
5.1.4. Target. The target represents the IoT service that is
accessed by a subject, and it acts as an Idemix Verifier. It
protects access to an IoT service data by requiring the subject
to satisfy certain identity attributes in their credentials. To
this aim, the verifier presents a policy to the subject indicating
which data from the credential needs to be disclosed, in order
to obtain access to the IoT service. Indeed, it includes which
credentials and attributes from which issuers are required or
even which conditions have to be fulfilled by the attributes.
Based on this policy, the subject generates a proof from its
Idemix credential containing the required attributes as well
as the cryptographic evidence to be sent to the verifier.
In IoT, unlike in the current Internet, the required process
to discover which particular attributes are needed could
require autonomous IoT operation, without user intervention. Devices should be given flexible and scalable mechanisms to discover these attributes, and the CoRe Link Format
[37] can be used for this purpose. In this way, the subject can
perform a multicast CoAP request to/.well-known/core and
the Resource Directory can answer with information about
the devices resources. The information format is compliant
with the Link Format [38], but extending it in order to
describe the attributes that are going to be needed to access
to such a resource.
5.1.5. Web User Environment. Keyrock is split into two
components, the web-based front-end (Horizon) and the
RESTful back-end (Keystone), which is the open source
OpenStack IdM. Our IdM system does not relies on Horizon,
as SocIoTal project already defines its own Web User Environment. This component is intended to provide graphical
interfaces to manage user attributes. In addition, the Web
User Environment acts as Policy Administration Point (PAP),
allowing users to define and manage XACML authorization
policies, which are used by the Authorization Service to make
authorization decisions.
5.1.6. Key Manager Service. The Key Manager Service is
responsible for generating cryptographic keys associated with
legitimate and authenticated users or smart objects. In particular, this has been used as a service for the generation and
delivery of CP-ABE keys, in order to obtain confidentiality
when the information needs to be outsourced to groups of
entities. In CP-ABE, data is encrypted under a combination or
policy of identity attributes, while a CP-ABE key is associated
with a set of attributes. Therefore, similar to the Authorization
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Service, when a subject tries to obtain a CP-ABE key, the
Key Manager Service can obtain the subject’s attributes from
the IdM Service or directly from the cryptographic proof
that is contained in the request, in case of using Idemix for
a privacy-preserving authentication. In this way, users and
smart objects can obtain a CP-ABE key associated with a
partial identity, which is demonstrated by Idemix technology.
5.1.7. Revocation Authority. Finally, although it is not shown
in Figure 4 for the sake of clarity, the IdM system is also
equipped with a revocation service that is responsible for
revoking issued credential, preventing their further usage to
generate a presentation token in case the attributes are no
longer valid. This revocation entity is also needed to deal
with credential termination at the end of the identity lifecycle.
In conventional credential systems, revocation status of a
credential is verified just by simple lookup of a revealed
credential specific identifier in a list, for example, Certificate
Revocation List (CRL) [39]. In Idemix the revocation is
done based on accumulators which uses the membership
proof for white-listing. The revocation authority accumulates
all valid revocations into a single value and publishes that
value. Then, users can prove that their credential is still
valid, with a zero-knowledge proof that demonstrates that the
credential’s revocation is contained in the published whitelist
accumulator. For further information about revocation, the
reader is referred to Idemix library specification [40].
5.2. IdM Interactions. After describing the main actors of
our IdM system, this subsection aims to provide a detailed
explanation of the required interactions among such entities,
in order to realize the proposed functionality. In this way,
Figure 4 provides an overview of the main processes (by using
different colors), which are explained below.
5.2.1. Basic Authentication and Authorization Process. As
already mentioned, our IdM system supports different
authentication mechanisms, including the simplest (but still
used) password-based approach together with the use of
authentication bearer tokens. In this case, any subject in
possession of a bearer token can employ it to obtain access
for the IdM Service or a target resource, without the need
to prove the possession of a cryptographic key. In order to
avoid the abuse or misuse of tokens, the tokens can be sent
securely using the DTLS protocol. To perform this basic
authentication mechanism, the IdM Service contacts the
Keyrock IdM, which in turn relies on Keytone.
Furthermore, the IdM system allows a subject to authenticate against the IdM Service by using certificate-based public
key cryptography. This feature is provided by the IdM Service
that verifies the certificate against the one that is already
stored for the entity registered in Keyrock. In case the subject
is not registered previously in the IdM Service, it can be done
through either the API or the Web User Environment.
Once authenticated, the IdM Service provides the subject
with a Keystone authentication bearer token that can be used
to perform actions against the IdM Service (such as user
management) or access to other target services by attaching
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the bearer token as a header in the HTTP request. In such a
case, the target must contact the IdM Service to verify that the
token provided by the subject is valid
5.2.2. Credential Issuance Process. In addition to the traditional password-based authentication mechanism, our
IdM system enables a privacy-preserving authentication
approach, which is built on top of Idemix technology. Idemix
is based on two main protocols: credential issuance and proving. The former is used by the subject to obtain a credential,
while the latter is employed to prove the possession of a certain credential when accessing a target’s resource in a privacypreserving way. According to the required interactions that
are shown in Figure 4, below we provide a description of
them:
(1) The subject requests a credential to the IdM Service,
which acts as an Idemix Issuer. For this purpose, it
presents its certificated to identify again the issuer.
(2) The IdM Service contacts the Keyrock IdM in order
to validate the attributes for which the subject applies
for a credential. It should be noted that Keyrock is
responsible for validating the authenticity of subject’s
attributes prior the credential issuance.
(3) To obtain a credential, the subject needs a credential
structure definition. This credential structure, which
defines the attribute structure of the credential, is
provided by the IdM Service, based on the attributes
defined in Section 5.1.2 and managed by the Keyrock
IdM. Once both parties have finished the initialization and they share the same credential definition,
the issuer starts the Idemix proving protocol and
computes a random value called nonce (to prove
freshness) that is sent to the subject. Then, the subject
computes a cryptographic message (also known as
crypto token) according to the credential structure.
The issuance message with the token is sent to the
issuer, which creates a cryptographic part of the
credential signing the attributes with his secret key. It
also creates a proof of correctness. Furthermore, the
issuer can save the pseudonym and the context for
accountability purposes.
(4) Finally, the issuer replies to the subject by sending a
cryptographic message with the proof of correctness
and the attributes signature. The subject verifies this
cryptographic material, and based on this message, it
generates and stores the credential.
Once the subject has the Idemix credential, it can use
such a credential to derive partial identities for a privacypreserving authentication mechanism when accessing other
IoT services.
5.2.3. M2M Claim-Based Authentication. The M2M authentication relies on the Idemix proving protocol, which is the
main operation provided by the IdM system. Figure 4 shows
the involved interactions that are required between a subject,
which wants to prove the possession of certain attributes
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of its credential, when accessing a target’s resource. Such
interactions are explained as follows:
(1) The subject makes a request to an IoT service, which
is hosted in a target entity (acting as a verifier). Then,
this entity requires the subject to present a certain
cryptographic proof to demonstrate the possession of
a certain credential or specific identity attributes.
(2) The verifier computes a random value called nonce
that is sent to the subject. Based on context, the
Identity Selector component of the subject makes
use of the Credential Manager module to select the
most appropriate partial identity or pseudonym to be
used against the verifier among the ones it already
has available in its database. Optionally, if supported
by the underlying cryptographic engine, in case the
subject does know the proof specification that is
required by the IoT service, the verifier can send
a presentation policy stating which data must be
disclosed by the subject to gain access to the requested
IoT service. In other words, the presentation policy
defines which credentials and attributes are required
and/or which conditions have to be fulfilled by the
attributes. The subject (acting as prover) defines the
proof specification from the selected credential(s) to
be used against the verifier. This proof includes the
nonce and attributes, as well as statements about these
attributes. Then, the prover builds a cryptographic
object as proof and sends it along with the specification to the verifier.
(3) The verifier validates the incoming proof specification
using the cryptographic proof. It computes the verifying protocols to check that the attributes statements
and pseudonyms are valid. The verifier, depending
on the validation result, can send an affirmative or
negative response to the subject.
Furthermore, Idemix allows an entity to generate
pseudonyms that demonstrate the possession of its
master secret during the proving protocol explained
above, enhancing unlikability. The proof generated by the
subject proves to the target the knowledge of the secret
associated with a pseudonym, as well as the fact that such
a pseudonym is based on the subject’s master secret key.
That is, 𝑛𝑦𝑚 ← 𝑔𝑚1 ℎ𝑟 where 𝑔 and ℎ are public common
group parameters, 𝑚 is the master secret key, and 𝑟 is a
randomization exponent. Then, the subject (as a prover)
computes a challenge using a hash function, by considering
the context and the computed proofs, that is, the CL proof
and the pseudonym proof, as an input. Specifically, the
prover computes random 𝑡-values of the form 𝑡 fl 𝑔𝑟 , it get a
challenge 𝑐 fl 𝐻(⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ‖ 𝑡), and finally it computes a response
𝑠-values of the form 𝑠 fl 𝑟 − 𝑐𝛼 to prove knowledge of 𝛼.
Then, the target (as a verifier) computes the 𝑠-values that
are hashed and compared against 𝑐. It should be noticed
that although it is not required in our proposal, Idemix also
allows proving more complex kind of proofs, which deal
with inequalities and logic operators (AND, OR, and NOT)
over the attributes contained in a credential.
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Nonetheless, there are some cases in which the verifier
requires from the prover the presentation of nonanonymizable attributes, such as national ID number, which undermines user’s privacy against the verifier. In this particular
case, the usage of pseudonyms is useless. In any case, it is
up to the subject to consent this disclosure with a partial
identity (Idemix proof) that reveals such attributes, ensuring
the minimal disclosure principle.
5.3. Using the IdM System for Privacy-Preserving Credential
Provisioning. The main goal of the proposed IdM system is
to enable a privacy-preserving IdM approach for the IoT,
in which users and smart objects can access to IoT services
while their privacy is preserved. As an instantiation of an
IoT service, the proposed IdM system has been used to
allow an entity to obtain security credentials in a privacypreserving way, by disclosing only a subset of its identity
attributes. On the one hand, DCapBAC AuthZ tokens, which
are generated from XACML decisions, can be requested by
using Idemix to prove some identity attributes that are used
for the authorization decision process. On the other hand,
CP-ABE keys can be generated according to such proof and
consequently associated with specific partial identities.
5.3.1. DCapBAC Integration for Access Control. Our IdM
has been integrated with our capability-based access control
DCapBac [9] that has been specially tailored for M2M
interactions in IoT. In a basic scenario, the capability token
can be directly validated by the target device that authenticates the subject with public key cryptography, without the
intervention of the IdM Service. During the token generation
process, the Authorization Service includes the subject’s
public key (associated with its X.509 certificate) in the token.
Then, during the access request, the subject is forced to
provide the token and its certificate to the target, which
authenticates the subject and checks that its certificate’s public
key matches the one included in the token. This feature
strengthens security, avoiding impersonation, which is one
of the main disadvantages of bearer tokens that are currently
employed by OAuth-based approaches.
Nonetheless, since the capability token contains the subject’s public key, its privacy is not preserved. To cope with
this issue, our IdM system allows users and smart objects
to ask the Authorization Service for capability tokens in a
privacy-preserving way, by providing its Idemix credentials
instead of using their X.509 certificates. The Idemix proving
process enables the subject to demonstrate that its identity
is linked to the pseudonym included in the capability token.
Figure 5 shows the three main stages required to carry out the
anonymous authorization process based on the usage of the
IdM system and DCapBAC.
In the first stage, the subject performs the Idemix Credential Issuance (messages (1)–(6)) protocol against the Idemix
Issuer that was explained in Section 5.2.2. To this aim, the
IdM Service authenticates the subject in the Keyrock IdM
using the subject X.509 certificate. Once authenticated, the
IdM verifies that the attributes included in the credential
match the attributes held in Keyrock IdM for such an entity.
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If successful, the Idemix Issuer generates the cryptographic
credential based on a particular structure that follows the
attributes available in Keyrock. Notice that the issuance
protocol requires a common understanding of certain group
of parameters, as well as the credential specification structure,
which are publicly available in the issuer.
Then, in the AuthZ Token Request, the subject performs
the Idemix proving protocol against the Authorization Service, thereby demonstrating the necessary identity attributes
required to get capability tokens in a privacy-preserving
way. For this purpose, the verifier submodule of the Authorization Service verifies the cryptographic proof generated
by the subject. The proof aims to prove the possession
of a specific combination of identity attributes, along with
the cryptographic proof of the pseudonym (steps (8)–(12)).
Then, the Token Manager initiates the authorization stage
to check whether the subject’s attributes fulfill the XACML
policy for a given action and resource. Thus, it performs a
XACML request to the Policy Decision Point (PDP), which
evaluates the policies and makes the authorization decision.
If the PDP reports a Permit decision, the Token Manager
generates the capability token, which includes the rights to
access the target along with the pseudonym for the requesting
subject. Although it is not shown in the diagram for the
sake of clarity, at this stage, the authorization decision can be
leveraged by our Trust-aware Access Control for IoT (TacIoT)
[36] solution, which takes into account a multidimensional
approach to quantify trust values about the subject reliability
prior making the final access control decision.
Afterward, during the access request stage (message 18),
the subject uses the capability token previously obtained to
access to a particular resource hosted by the target. Thus,
it generates an initial request with a session key SKsession,
which, in turn, is encrypted with the public key PK of the
target; that is,
(18) 𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 → 𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡: [𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝑃𝐾 (𝑃𝐾𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 ,
𝑆𝐾𝑠𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ) , 𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝑆𝐾 (𝑆𝐾𝑠𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ,

(1)

(𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 ‖ 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ‖ 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 ‖ 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑇𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛))] .
Then, the target gets the pseudonym included in the
token and challenges the subject to prove, by means of
Idemix, that it is the entity linked to the token. Namely,
the subject starts the Idemix proving protocol to prove
that it has a valid credential issued by the issuer, ensuring
the data minimization principle. As in the Idemix issuance
process, the proving protocol requires a common agreement
between the parties, about certain system parameters. The
cryptographic proof generated by the subject is derived from
its credential and contains a pseudonym proof and the CL
signature. Such a proof (and its specification) is sent (message
(22)) to the target for verification. In case the pseudonym
is valid and linked to the subject, it is authenticated, and
therefore, the access is granted. This last interaction is, in turn,
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Figure 5: IdM and access control.

encrypted with the session key previously established among
the parties.
(24) 𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 → 𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡: [𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝑆𝐾 (𝑆𝐾𝑠𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ,
𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒V𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒—𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡)] .

(2)

5.3.2. CP-ABE Integration for Confidential Data Outsourcing.
Following a similar approach, our IdM system has been integrated with the CP-ABE scheme, so users and smart objects
are enabled to apply for CP-ABE keys in a privacy-preserving
way. In this way, the proposed IdM system allows entities
to demonstrate their attributes against the Key Manager
Service in order to obtain necessary cryptographic material
associated with the attributes. Under CP-ABE scheme [11], a

piece of data can be encrypted under a policy of attributes
such that only those target entities satisfying the policy
(and therefore holding the associated identity attributes and
keys) are able to decrypt the shared information. In our
approach, CP-ABE keys are managed by a Trusted Third Party
(TTP), called key manager (KEM). A basic CP-ABE scenario
includes three main entities: a data producer, one or more data
consumers, and the Key Manager Service that is responsible
for generating the appropriate keys for all participants. The
role of these components is determined by their participation
in the algorithms of a CP-ABE scheme [11], which defines four
main protocols:
(i) Setup (Key Manager Service): the algorithm generates
the public parameters, which are common to all users
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Figure 6: IdM in an Attribute-Based Encryption scenario.

of the system, as well as a master secret key that is used
to generate CP-ABE keys.
(ii) Key Generation (Key Manager Service): after an entity
proves that it has a certain set of attributes by using
the Idemix protocol, the algorithm takes as input the
master key and these attributes. The result is a CPABE key for decryption.
(iii) Encrypt (producer): it takes the message, public
parameters and an encryption policy representing a
combination of attributes that must be satisfied to
decrypt the message. The result of this algorithm is
a ciphertext containing such policy.
(iv) Decrypt (consumer): the decryption algorithm takes
the public parameters, the ciphertext, and a CP-ABE
key as an input. If the attribute set (associated with the
CP-ABE key) satisfies the policy, the consumer will be
able to decrypt the ciphertext.
Figure 6 depicts a publish/subscribe scenario for IoT
based on CP-ABE. As, in addition to smart objects acting
as producers and consumers, as well as the Key Manager
Service, this communication model is based on the use of
a broker in charge of receiving data from producers to be
published to consumers. The broker functionality may be
provided by another smart object or deployed on a central
data platform.

Firstly, during an offline stage, the involved producers
and consumers entities obtain the cryptographic material
required for a secure information exchange based on CPABE. To this end, they authenticate themselves against the
Key Manager Services (acting as an Idemix Verifier) and
demonstrate their attributes by using the Idemix proving
protocol (messages (2)–(6)). Then, the Key Manager Service
distributes the CP-ABE public parameters (common for all
participants), as well as the corresponding CP-ABE private
key, which is associated with the proved attributes (messages
(7)-(8)). After the initialization, subscriber entities perform
the subscription to a certain topic (message (9)).
Secondly, during an online stage, a producer decides
to publish certain information, by sending a message that
consisting of a ciphertext that is the result of the execution
of encrypt algorithm (message (10)-(11)). Thus, only those
entities (i.e., a group) with CP-ABE keys satisfying the CPABE policy used to encrypt data will be able to decrypt the
information (message (13)). Notice that the broker entity
cannot decrypt the information unless it is endowed also with
the proper keys. In addition, the broker is a transparent 3rd
party that cannot trace user’s behavior as users do not need
to be authenticated against the broker, avoiding linkability.
The authentication-authorization is done directly by the fact
of being able to decrypt the data. And the key manager is only
consulted once to get the keys.
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Figure 7: Screenshots of the IdM Android app.

6. Implementation and Performance
After having described the actors and interactions related to
the proposed IdM system, this section aims to provide a set
of experimental results associated with the main processes of
our approach.
6.1. Implementation. Our IdM system is composed of seven
main components, which have been integrated and evaluated
as part of our testbed. Below, we provide a description of each
component and its relationship with entities that are defined
in the previous section.
(i) IdM-Android-Client: it is a new implemented
Android app that allows obtaining Idemix credentials
from the issuer server. It interacts with the verifier,
which can validate the partial identity (Idemix proof)
derived from the Idemix credential. A user-friendly
interface is given to the user to select the attributes
that she wants to add to each partial identity. The
implementation uses the already existing Idemix
Java library (Idemix version 2.3.0) ported from Java
to Android by [41]. It is worth mentioning that the
testbed uses Android SDK 1.7 and the RSA secret key
length is established to 1024 bits (i.e., 80-bits security
level). Some screen shots of our app are depicted in
Figure 7. It also allows obtaining a capability token
from the Authorization Service using the partial
identity.
(ii) Issuer Server: it is a web application implemented
with Java servlets and XML-RPC that allows generating Idemix credentials for clients. The credentials
are generated according to the user (or smart object)
profile in Keyrock. Communications are done by
HTTPS. The client must be authenticated against

the issuer using a valid certificate or he can be
authenticated by the Keyrock server.
(iii) Verifier-Server: it is a web application, also implemented with Java servlets and XML-RPC, which is
able to validate partial identities (implementing verifier functionality) presented by the client application.
(iv) Authorization Service: it is a web application that
allows users to obtain capability tokens using their
partial identities. In other words, it allows authenticating and demonstrating their attributes by means
of Idemix proofs of having a valid credential issued
by the issuer. Additionally, this entity acts as a HTTP
client requesting authorization decisions to the PDP
service. It also plays the role of SocIoTal-VerifierServer. Furthermore, the service also incorporates a
web-based PAP service, where users are enabled to
define access control policies for those smart objects.
(v) IdM Keyrock Client API: the SocIoTal IdM Keyrock
Client Java library provides a basic API for identity
management by implementing a client to interact
with the Keyrock server. To carry out such communication, the SCIM 2.0 and Identity API v3 interfaces
provided by this IdM system are used.
(vi) Keyrock server: this is a modified deployment of
the FIWARE Keyrock IdM system. In particular, the
Keyrock server has been extended to also cope with
smart objects’ identities, in addition to users. It has
been also extended to implement attributes of the
SCIM standard [8] that was not included in Keyrock.
(vii) Web User Environment: it is a front-end dashboard that integrates various server side SocIoTal
components (as client APIs) and provides a userfriendly GUI for end users. It interacts with Keyrock
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Figure 8: Testbed performance.

and allows registering users and managing their
attributes.
(viii) Key Manager Service: it is a HTTPS server implemented in Java servlets accepting requests for CPABE keys generation. These keys, as already mentioned, are associated with the attributes stored in
the Keyrock server. It also plays the role of SocIoTalVerifier-Server. A client library has been also developed to interact with the Key Manager Service.
The aforementioned software modules are open source,
and they are available in the SocIoTal repository in GitHub
(https://github.com/sociotal), where a wiki with a complete
documentation of the software is also provided.
6.2. Performance Evaluation. The testbed consists on evaluating the performance of the IdM system when a subject
tries to get DCapBAC tokens and CP-ABE keys (Section 5.3)
by using different authentication methods. Specifically, the
subject makes use of the Android application to get such
credentials through classical password-based authentication
(Section 5.2.1), as well as the privacy-preserving Idemixbased approach (Section 5.2.2).
Figure 8 shows two graphs that sum up the performance
obtained in the testbed. The charts show the time required
by the subject to obtain DCapBac tokens and CP-ABE keys.
On the one hand, Figure 8(a) shows the time required when
the privacy-preserving authentication method is employed
(i.e., using the Idemix-enabled Android application). On the
other hand, Figure 8(b) shows the time required to obtain
the credentials, but relying on the traditional authentication
method (i.e., by means of basic online authentication using
our API that interacts with the Keyrock server).
The 𝑥-axis in both charts represents the number of
attributes that are disclosed to the target, that is, the Authorization Service that generates the DCapBAC token or the
Key Manager Service that generates the CP-ABE keys. In the
left chart, the Idemix authentication operations are depicted
by the vertical bars with 𝑦-axis in the left, while the times
for the generation of DCapBAC token and CP-ABE keys are
depicted in line charts with 𝑦-axis on the right. Notice that

in this case the time scale is different, since the credentials
generation takes more time.
The first series identifies the time required by the Android
app to build the Idemix CL proof buildCL, which is the heaviest task in the proving protocol. Secondly, the verifyProof
operation shows the time required by the server side (either
Authorization Service or Key Manager Service) to verify the
Idemix cryptographic proof, including the time required to
verify CL signature.
Notice that, in the Idemix authentication case, all the
proofs contain the 10 attributes to comply with the credential
structure, and the different lies in the amount of those 10
attributes disclosed. The time required to build and validate
such a proof depends on the number of attributes revealed.
As more attributes are revealed, that is, not encrypted in the
proof, Idemix library requires less time to handle it.
As it can be seen in Figure 8(b), the traditional authentication is faster than Idemix authentication in Figure 8(a).
Despite the fact that traditional authentication requires an
additional request to Keyrock server to obtain the user
attributes, the whole time required to perform the authentication plus obtaining the required attributes plus validating
the AuthZ token is less than the time required in the
proving protocol carried out through Idemix. Notice that the
traditional authentication (in Figure 8(b)) is fully delegated
to the server (where are taken the times), while in Idemix
case the cryptography operations of builCL and buildProof
are performed in the device. In both charts, the operations
“Generate CP-ABE Key” and “Generate DCapBAC Token”
are performed in the server.
The times required to obtain the authorization decision
and generate the capability token are usually steady across
the different tests. It should be noted that the results do not
include request or network delays. Besides, the time required
to generate the DCapBAC token includes two main tasks: (1)
the time required by the PDP to make the decision—around
65% of the time—and (2) the time required to build up the
token.
In addition, the testbed has evaluated the memory
consumption required by each of the processes described
previously. The memory results are shown in Figure 9.
Again, two different 𝑦-axes are used in the figures as the
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Figure 9: Memory consumption.

credentials generation operations depicted in line charts
required considerably more memory to accomplish their task.
As it can be seen, the memory consumption trends behave in
most of the cases according to computation times evaluated in
Figure 8. In addition, the obtained performance results follow
a linear evolution trend, which indicates the feasibility of the
proposal.

7. Security Analysis and IdMs Comparison
This section provides a security analysis as well as a comparison of our IdM system against the most relevant IdM
technologies in the current state of the art. The comparison
analyzes different features that an ideal IdM solution should
meet and compares them with our proposal. Most of these
features have been taken from previous IdM analysis such as
[42, 43]. Table 1 summarizes this comparative, which analyzes
SAML, OpenID, OAuth, U-Prove, Idemix, and Keyrock IdM
against the IdM system presented in this paper. In the table,
the symbol + means that the feature is partially satisfied by

the analyzed IdM technology, the symbol ++ means that the
feature is fully supported, and the symbol − indicates that
such a functionality is not supported.
An IdM system must guarantee that the information is
shared and accessible only by appropriate entities, securing
communications to ensure that confidentiality and integrity
principles are met. This feature is fulfilled by all the analyzed
IdM solutions. Nonetheless, in SAML, OpenID, and OAuth
the user is redirected to his home domain for authentication,
so that there is a higher risk of impersonation in case the user
is redirected to a malicious IdP. Besides, these solutions do
not directly support user control of identity data, meaning
that the IdP is responsible for dealing with this aspect.
Moreover, Idemix and U-Prove allow end users to manage
their attributes by themselves without IdP intervention.
Single Sign-On (SSO) property allows entities to have
a unique account when accessing across different service
providers, by using a single authentication assertion for the
session. Although Anonymous Credential Systems (ACS),
such as Idemix and U-Prove, do not make use of these
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assertions, this feature can be easily achieved thanks to the
usage of presentation protocol processes. Nonetheless, they
are less efficient since they require a higher computation
time to evaluate the cryptographic proofs for each service
request. Usability property is also only partially fulfilled by
ACS, which usually requires advanced skills for its usage and
maintenance.
The IdM system should provide transparency so that
privacy-relevant data processing can be understood and
reconstructed anytime. In this sense mechanisms for logging
and auditing are needed in order to trace event occurring
in the system, ensuring that any entity cannot deny having
accomplished any action. In this regard, in SAML, OpenID,
OAuth, and Keyrock, the IdP server can easily log the
transactions and end users access. However, in a pure ACS
like Idemix, the auditing feature is more difficult to fulfill
because of their unlinkability properties. In our IdM system,
auditing can be performed when the access is done using
traditional authentication through Keyrock, but the feature
cannot be easily achieved when the entity interacts directly
with the target entity by means of Idemix.
Nowadays, authentication based on shared secrets (e.g.,
username-password) is being replaced by stronger security
mechanisms, such as authentication based on digital certificates and biometric or attribute-based credentials. In SAML,
OpenID, OAuth, and Keyrock, the authentication is left to the
IdP, whereas ACS already provide strong authentication per
se, by linking attributes to cryptographic keys.
SAML, OpenID, and OAuth can be used to enable
identity federation so that different IdP can establish trust
between each other. Indeed, Shibboleth exploits SAML to
provide a complete federated identity management solution.
Keystone, Keyrock, and in turn our IdM support this feature
as they can be configured to install and work with Shibboleth.
However, federation capabilities in ACS are still not properly
addressed yet.
Intervenability is defined as “the property that intervention is possible concerning all ongoing or planned privacyrelevant data processing.” It is implemented by mechanisms
such as the end user consent feature, which is achieved by
most of the analyzed solutions (except SAML). It can be
done either by redirecting and asking users to the IdP or
by allowing users to specify the particular set of attributes
employed in a partial identity, as it is done in ACS. Indeed,
end users in ACS are given full control of their identity data,
while in traditional IdMs, the IdP is in charge of managing
the identity information.
Minimal disclosure of information refers to the ability
to selectively reveal as less information as possible in the
credentials presented to a target service. U-Prove, Idemix,
and our IdM system support this feature since a user or smart
objects is enabled to select which particular attributes want
to disclose. In traditional IdM systems, such as OpenID, the
minimal disclosure feature can be achieved due to the user
consent functionality. However, in SAML, this functionality
cannot be easily achieved since, once authenticated, the SP is
able to request any attribute allowed by the IdP.
However, ACS are currently difficult to manage, as final
users are supposed to have advanced technical knowledge in
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order to manage their identities and interact with users. In
this sense, our IdM system provides user-friendly apps and
tools over Idemix (as can be shown in Figure 7), which aid
users to manage their partial identities against different IoT
services.
Users might lose their right to carry a particular credential, or their attributes may change over time, so that
the IdM system should be able to revoke user’s existing
attributes. At the same time, SPs should be able to check, at
anytime, whether a subject’s attribute is still valid or not. This
feature is easily achieved in traditional IdM systems, since
the IdP (or Attribute Provider) maintaining the attributes can
stop releasing or validating a revoked attribute or credential.
However, in ACS, the user might try to use invalid credential
after revocation, so that a third revocation entity is needed.
For instance, in Idemix the revocation entity publishes a
white-listing that is employed by a revocation scheme based
on accumulators. In addition, Idemix also supports shortterm claims meaning that they have to be renovated so often.
The nonreputation property guarantees that an end user
or entity cannot deny having made an action. As the assertions can be digitally signed and the anonymous credentials
are also tight to the users this security principle is met by all
the IdM solutions analyzed.
One of the advantages provided by ACS and our IdM
system and not supported by traditional IdM approaches is
that they allow performing offline M2M authentication. It can
be done since the verifier can validate the cryptographic proof
without the need of an online TTP in charge of verifying the
correctness and validity of the assertions. This feature is of
utmost importance in M2M IoT scenarios, where devices are
not necessarily connected to the Internet.
In SAML, the issued assertions allow using pseudonyms
to preserve the end user’s privacy. In other words, target
accessed entities do not know the end user’s real identity.
Nonetheless, the IdP could trace the user’s access, since the
IdP has to generate a different assertion each time they need
to access to the target. In contrast, Idemix and, in turn, our
IdM system support unlinkable pseudonyms. Unlinkability
is defined as “the property that privacy-relevant data cannot
be linked across domains that are constituted by a common
purpose and context.” In Idemix, pseudonyms are scopedexclusive, so that it can generate a cryptographically unique
pseudonym for given “scope string,” limiting, for instance,
the number of pseudonyms for a particular domain.
Zero-knowledge proof means that the user can create
a cryptographic proof to convince the verifier that he has
or “knows” a valid credential obtained from the issuer,
while the user can repeat such a proof as many time as he
wants without linking the individuals proofs and without
revealing the secret information. ACS allow making claims
about an attribute without revealing the attribute and prove
inequalities; for instance, Idemix allows proving that the value
of an attribute is within a certain range or certain attributes
have the same value without revealing such a value.
The user can prove the possession of different credentials
obtained from different issuers in one single proof, meaning
that different attributes can be aggregated in one partial
identity. This attribute aggregation feature is not supported
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by traditional IdM systems. Nonetheless, more sophisticated
IdMs approaches, such as [44], are also able to support this
feature without relying on cryptographic approach, but at
the expense of introducing an online TTP called Identity
Aggregator, which is in charge of holding, aggregating, and
managing the user’s attributes coming from different IdPs.
In conclusion, despite the fact that some features can be
only partially supported, such as transparency, usability, and
attribute revocation-aggregation, our IdM system supports
most of the security and privacy features analyzed in this
section, which can be considered the desirable ones in a
holistic IdM system.

8. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper has presented an IdM system which provides a
novel holistic and privacy-preserving IdM solution to deal
with heterogeneous IoT scenarios that require both traditional online access control and authentication, along with a
claim-based approach for M2M interactions. The IdM system
relies on the Idemix anonymous credential system for claimbased authentication, as well as on FIWARE IdM system
(Keyrock) to deal with classic IdM aspects. The paper has
shown how the IdM system allows obtaining different kind
of security credentials (DCapBAC tokens and CP-ABE keys)
in a privacy-preserving way. Idemix is used in our IdM system
to derive cryptographic proofs, thereby allowing minimal
disclosure of identity attributes when obtaining those security
credentials, which are used later for accessing IoT services. As
future work, we expect to develop and deploy our IdM system
also in constrained IoT devices, allowing managing the M2M
authorization process between IoT constrained devices using
the Idemix proving protocol.
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